# IS Roadmap – Resources: 2.08 Research 2018

**Building a sustainable foundation to enable continuous improvement of research impact and institutional reputation**
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### Requirements for innovation, Ref 2021 and funders
- Enable realisation of University of Kent Research strategy
- Streamline services for researchers at Kent
- Innovative and disruptive publishing initiatives
- Meet and exceed standards of relevant professional bodies

### Drivers
- Research led teaching with case studies (New) [2.09]
- Review of KAR post-KRIMSON - development in the short, medium and long term (new)
- Open data at Kent (new)
- Implement open data at Kent

### Outcomes
- Maximised research impact enabled through guided decision making
- International league table position enhanced
- Achieve trusted digital repository status through sustainable digital curation

### Activity
- P1533 TEF Preparation - IS Support
- P1534 Investigate and define IS research support portfolio
- P1226 Framework for research data lifecycle management
- P1543 Establish an Office for Scholarly Communication
- P1517 Archives Accreditation
- Supporting humanities and non-traditional research outputs (new)
- Open data at Kent (new)
- Realising Office of Scholarly Communications priorities – Phase II (new)
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